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Not our first conversation... But different
The Next Lap, 1991

Remaking Singapore, 2002
Singapore 21, 1999

http://infopedia.nl.sg/articles/SIP_1
65_2004-12-23.html

https://vivianbalakrishnan.files.wordpress.com
/2012/03/remaking_singapore_2003.pdf

http://was.nl.sg/wayback/20110111060610/htt
p://www.singapore21.org.sg/s21_reports.pdf

“Our Singapore” Conversation

A national conversation amongst
Singaporeans about the kind of
future that we
want to see in 2030

Understanding
different perspectives

Figuring out as one people,
how to get to the future
that we want
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Singaporeans learnt to appreciate differences
“I didn't realize that the elderly in Singapore felt
such a sense of dispossession and rejection until
one elderly gentleman from my group said his
piece.” – Petunia Lee, Blogger
“..even with a small group, we had diverging
opinions on the vision of the future and even where
we agreed, we had diverging opinions on the
prioritisation. This is not negative feedback but just
reflects the reality that building a consensus is
difficult and may take some time.”

The awkwardness comes when citizens
define happiness differently.
Guaranteed jobs for Singaporeans clash
with ideals and values of meritocracy.
Redefining success might make some
lose out while broadening its definitions
might make some wary of the death of
failure. ‐ The Online Citizen journalist

“ I valued the opportunity to connect with
Singaporeans from all walks of life;
Singaporeans who care and want to be part of
constructive dialogue. I know some are skeptical
of this whole conversation process. I don't know
if our views will be acted upon. But I do know I
want to be part of Singapore's soul‐searching
journey...”

“.... The small group size meant that
everybody had the chance to articulate
his or her perspectives, and
correspondingly allowed the participants
to comprehend the trade‐offs involved
when making policy decisions. ‐
Guanyinmiao, Blogger
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2012
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Open & Divergent
OSC Survey
Thematic “How Might We” OSC
conversation tracks around Hope,
Heart, Home
Selected Ministry led targeted
FGDs / public engagements

e.g. Housing, Education, Healthcare

Release of “OSC
reflections”
PM’s response at
NDR 2013

Emerging Citizens’ Perspectives from OSC
“Conversation snapshot”
A Singapore that is
Affordable to Live In

A Singapore with a More
Fulfilling Pace of Life

A Society with Strong
Families

A Singapore with a Strong
& Vibrant Economy that A Society where Everyone A Society That Takes Care of
Can Age with Dignity
the Disadvantaged
Provides Opportunities
for Singaporeans

A Society with Diverse
Definitions of Success

A Singapore for
Singaporeans

A Society Anchored on
Values

A Society where Government
and the People Have a More
Collaborative Relationship

A Society with a Greater
Sense of Togetherness

A Singapore with a
Competent and Trustworthy
Government

OSC “Phase 2”
Thematic Dialogues
• General discussion around: directional shifts and

•

Key Objectives
Deepen clarity around aspirations
– Build
shared
understanding
around broad directions we
should take as country

underpinning values, what we gain/lose, and what
can Govt do/what can I do

Ministry‐led public engagements (under OSC
umbrella)
• Deeper dives around policy topics
Examples include:
• Housing
• Education
• Healthcare

Phase 2 OSC thematic dialogues
How might we....
HOPE
( Society with diverse definitions of success;
Vibrant and Competitive Economy; more fulfilling pace of life)

Create hope and opportunity for all
Singaporeans ?

Possible Discussion Questions
… broaden our definitions of success?
… make a good living while having a fulfilling life?
… give school‐going Singaporeans hope for their future in Singapore?
… create more opportunities for all Singaporeans to succeed?

HEART
(Society that cares for disadvantaged, Ageing with dignity,
Sense of togetherness)

Care for our fellow Singaporeans?

HOME
( Affordable Singapore , Sense of Togetherness;
Singapore with a strong Singaporean core; etc)

Build a home where all
Singaporeans feel a sense of
belonging?

… age gracefully, as full members of our families and communities?
… care for the less fortunate?
… strengthen Singaporeans’ sense of togetherness, and revive the
kampong spirit in Singapore?

… strengthen our sense of being Singaporean, and of Singapore as
home?
… support a comfortable standard of living for Singaporeans?
… support and nurture strong families?
… foster more collaboration between state and society?

Discussion around: directional shifts and underpinning values, what we gain/lose, and roles

Multi‐modal engagement platforms
Design principles
Recognize individual
contributions & build
on Ideas
Ensure Diverse
Perspectives by reaching
out to Singaporeans
from different walks of
life

Examples of different modalities
Facilitated roundtable dialogues focused on
envisioning the future
Leveraging 3rd parties to reach different segments
(vulnerable families, elderly, corporates, youth etc)
 Social Media (e.g. Facebook )
OSC Survey

Build a movement that
grows with
momentum

Radio talk shows, TV
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Partnership with community

Momentum through ground‐up dialogues

Be the12
Change
Exposition

NDR 2013 – PM outlines strategic shift in approach
to nation building
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“ There is no power greater than a community
discovering what it cares about”
‐Margaret Wheatley, Turning to one another (2002)

